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as the capital of texas, austin is home to a population of almost 800,000. although it began as a
small frontier town, austin quickly grew to become the center of trade between the east and
west. situated on the banks of the colorado river, austin is a thriving city with a rich culture.

austin is often called the live music capital of the world, and all that live music can be heard at
the civic center music festival. visit some of the more music festivals in the austin area. austin is

slated to take a major leap toward bridging the city's digital divide, city and state leaders
announced last thursday afternoon. in partnership with google fiber, the city is offering 4,300
public housing residents living in the 18 housing authority of the city of austin developments
across the city a chance to join the upcoming high-speed internet rollout for free (or at least a
nominal cost) for the next decade. the broader google fiber rollout is expected to hit south and

southeast austin starting in december. singernnenna freelon, who is capable of channeling sarah
vaughan, appears at boulders macky auditorium on saturday.. summit jazz 2010 is scheduled for

the red lion inn denver southeast, oct. 1-3 with jeff barnhart, john cocuzzi, the jim cullum jazz
band and thetitan hot seven. get tickets through summitjazz.org. dazzle has some notable shows
scheduled in the next couple of weeks: saxophonist j.d. allen and his trio, featuring cornetist ron

miles, plays there on thursday; the ken walker sextet appears on friday; and drummer louis
hayesbrings his trio to dazzle on oct. 2. hayes has fired up numerous prime movers in the history

of the music, like john coltrane, wes montgomery and sonny rollins.
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the scene is perfect. every night is fun, and every night is different. the music is good. the crowd is
young and hip and it feels good to be in the heart of downtown louisville, which is also a bit edgier
and less buttoned up than either a st. paul or a minneapolis. the musicians performing at the event
are all volunteers. some of them have been performing regularly for many years, and others have
just been performing for the first time, but all of them work incredibly hard. i see a lot of musicians
coming to the tonic, and they all make it look easy. no matter how long theyve been playing, they

always seem to find new ways to delight and surprise me. thats true of the bands in this year s
lineup as well. schools, especially college campuses, face the challenge of educating a generation of
young people who have grown up with the internet and may not have any appreciation for classical
music. but the next generation of conservatory-trained musicians have grown up with the internet,
and many are well aware of classical music. the internet has allowed them to discover and enjoy

classical music and classical music ensembles. this generation is often referred to as the net
generation, and they are part of the musician identity of the 21st century. the internet provides a

fertile environment for them to connect with classical music lovers all over the world, and their
enthusiasm is contagious. audiences are increasingly drawn to these young musicians by their talent
and their ability to connect with the audience. this is just the beginning of a new era for the classical

music movement. 5ec8ef588b
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